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Design with community in mind

Dawson District Heating Project
Summary
Prior to fossil fuels, buildings were heated using wood (biomass). In
Whitehorse, the Yukon College was constructed with a wood chip
gasifier heating plant, Elijah Smith School in Copper Ridge included a
wood chip boiler and there was a central district biomass boiler plant
located on Jarvis Street. But all of these biomass heating plants failed,
were shut down, and demolished because either the quality of the
feedstock was inconsistent or the boiler technology was not reliable.
Over the past decade, there has been a new breed of European boiler
manufacturers who have taken advantage of new technologies and
have developed high efficient and reliable biomass boilers. In addition,
there are new high quality wood chippers available that can produce a
high volume of consistent quality feed stock essential to the continued
reliable operation of a biomass boiler.
This project utilized these latest technologies to develop and construct a
new high temperature hot water district heating system in Dawson City,
Yukon. The new heating plant was designed specifically to supplement
the existing heating systems at the City’s Reservoir Pumphouse (RPH)
and the City’s waste water treatment plant (WWTP) building. The
project included installation of a: new 720 kWth (2,450,000 Btu/
hr) high pressure; high temperature hot water biomass boiler; a preengineered building with a boiler room and a buried concrete wood
chip bunker; a custom fuel handling system; a 2,000 metres insulated
buried welded steel district heating pipe system; two energy transfer
stations; and a SCADA control system. The wood chips are produced
at the local sawmill using a Swedish made chipper that loads the chips
directly into a delivery truck which delivers the feed stock twice a week.
The biomass district heating system was designed by Stantec
Architecture Ltd in Whitehorse and constructed by Ketza Pacific.
The feedstock (wood chips) are produced locally in Dawson and
delivered to the boiler plant bi-weekly. The heating plant provides
local employment for local lumber mill and helps to offset the use of
diesel fuel. Biomass is carbon neutral; therefore, the plant is helping to
reduce Dawson’s greenhouse gas emission footprint. In 2013, the City
estimated that the project was saving them about $1,200 a week!

Background:
Dawson City is located about 530 km northwest of Whitehorse on the
North Klondike Highway. It is a remote location surrounded by rolling
hills and forest with temperatures often less than -40C in the winter
months. The main heating fuel in Dawson is No. 2 diesel fuel oil which
is trucked from Whitehorse.
In 2008, Yukon Government (YG) was approached by the local lumber
sawmill operator who saw an opportunity to convert their lumber
operation waste-stream to wood chips that could be sold and then used
as an alternative heating fuel. YG investigated the opportunity by:
reviewing several alternative boiler manufacturers; visiting biomass
heating plants in Alberta, Alaska, and NWT; meeting with potential
customers in Dawson; completing a couple of feasibility studies as well

as detailed heating load analysis and air dispersion modeling based
on using a high efficiency European made KOB™ wood chip biomass
boiler. They then applied for Federal Infrastructure funding to help
finance the project and once the capital financing was in place, they
applied for and received YESAB approval to construct and operate a
locally sourced wood chip fuelled, high temperature, hot water district
heating system.
The main heating loads identified included: the Dawson Reservoir
Pumphouse (RPH), the new Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP)
and the new Hospital. Secondary heating loads identified included: the
Dawson pool, the museum, the RCMP detachment, and the YEC Power
Plant.

Biomass Plant at Night
The optimum location for the new boiler plant was reviewed and
determined to be behind the new WWTP because of (a) the location
could easily service the primary government and municipal buildings,
(b) sub-excavation of the site had already been completed, (c) the site
was not suitable for other development due to close proximity to the
WWTP, and (d) the location was permafrost-free.
The project was staged to develop the total biomass heating plant
in two Phases. Phase 1 included design and construction of: a large
volume semi-buried concrete wood chip bunker sized for Phases 1 and
2; an automatic feedstock handling system sized for Phases 1 and 2; a
wood chip biomass boiler sized for Phase 1 only (RPH and the WWTP);
a new pre-engineered boiler building designed to meet the Dawson
Heritage Advisory Committee requirements; and installation of about
2,000 metres of insulated buried district heating lines to the RPH and
WWTP along one of Dawson’s main streets. Power service was also
sized to accommodate the future Phase 2. Since the hospital was under
construction, an energy transfer station complete with capped biomass
heating water connections were installed for future connection to
Phase 2.

Project Challenges:
Some of the challenges encountered during design and construction
included:
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•• Feed System: The feed stock is produced locally using harvested
coniferous wood biomass (pine and spruce). The local sawmill was
investigating means to produce the wood chips while the design
was underway and could not guarantee chip quality. Several feed
systems were investigated that could accommodate variable
feedstock including conveyor belts, chain augers and screw augers.
Ultimately, a combination of a walking floor in the chip bunker
and three (3) screw augers were selected as the optimum feed
system. The walking floor was a set of metal “fingers” that use three
hydraulic rams to move the chips horizontally from the chip bunker
to a horizontal cross auger in the adjacent hydraulic room. The
enclosed cross auger transports the wood biomass chips to a feed
hopper at the base of the inclined auger. The inclined auger then
moves the chips up to the boiler room above to a second feed hopper
for use by the stocker auger. The stocker auger feeds the chips
from the boiler feed hopper directly into the boiler as required to
maintain boiler temperature. It took a while and many discussions
to optimize the feed system but it works well.
•• Inclined auger: The inclined screw auger operation was
problematic from start-up. The lid design was flat instead of conical
and thus tended to jam. Several remedies were attempted including
cutting the flights on the screw auger, slowing the auger speed,
doubling the feed drive horsepower and changing the drive train.
Ultimately, the 50mm diameter solid steel driveshaft snapped and
could not be repaired. The final solution resulting in replacing the
screw auger and auger lid with a conical lid. The auger has been
operating without failure since the replacement.
•• Chip Quality: As with any new technology, there is a learning
curve required to fine tune the equipment. Blade angles, feedrate and RPM all affect chip quality. During this project, the saw
mill had just purchased a new Swedish chipper to produce the
wood chips and was still working out the bugs while the boiler
boiler was having auger problems. This led to a lot of challenges in
determining where the problems were during the initial start-up.
Close cooperation, countless meetings and the perseverance by all
parties were required to see the project successfully completed.
•• Site Access: The project site was adjacent to the WWTP
construction site and required close coordination between the two
Contractors. As the WWTP construction started well before the
biomass plant, site access and running lines across the two sites
proved challenging. Ultimately, the district heating lines were
routed through the WWTP construction site as designed and the
biomass construction team found another route for site access and
power feed to the boiler building that didn’t impact the WWTP
project.
•• District Heating: Buried insulated welded steel district heating
lines were installed down 5th Avenue to the Reservoir Pumphouse.
Fifth Avenue is the City’s main service corridor and includes
multiple water mains and services and the City’s sewer main.
Installation of the main district heating lines was very challenging
but was successfully compltely.

Installation of District Heat Pipe
procurement of the feed delivery truck. Consequently, the overhead
receiving door design did not accommodate the larger feed truck
chassis. Although short-term methods were used to receive chips,
during the 2013 summer shut-down, the overhead door design was
modified to accept the larger feed truck.

Project Highlights:
•
•

•

Design was completed in late 2011 and construction began in
spring 2012.
Building and heating plant construction were completed in late
2012 and commissioning and plant start-up took place in February
2013.
The inclined auger was replaced in early 2014 and the biomass
boiler has since operated with zero downtime.

•

Dawson City staff estimate that their heating fuel savings are in
the order of about $1,200 per week (2013).

•

The use of wood chips allows the local saw mill to utilize their
waste stream thus providing them with extra revenue.

•

The production of wood chips provides local employment for
wood harvesters, chipper operator and chip delivery staff.

•

Wood biomass is considered carbon neutral, therefore overall
greenhouse gas emissions in Dawson are reduced. Wood biomass
heating offsets fossil fuel consumption thus adding to the
environmental benefit.

Project Team:

Stantec Architecture Ltd.: Lee Fleming, P.Eng: Project Manager
and Mechanical Engineer, Corry Martin, P.Eng: Electrical Engineer
and local Whitehorse based Architectural staff.
Associated Engineering: Structural Engineering services.
Contractors: Ketza Pacific, Budget Plumbing and Heating, Dynamic
Systems, Arcrite Northern Inc

Client:

Yukon Government, Property Management Division

•• Fuel delivery: The building design was completed prior to the
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